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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
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Romania
21 September 2020: Romanian police
uncovered a number of rare books—including
first editions of Galileo Galilei and Isaac Newton
from the 16th and 17th century—as well as other priceless
historical antiques, that were stolen in 2017 from a warehouse
in west London’s Feltham. Officers found books worth more
than €2M (USD $2.35M) hidden under the floor during a house
search in the Romanian county of Neamt. An organized crime
group stole them, avoiding “a security system by abseiling into a
West London warehouse,” the Guardian reported at the time.
Read more: Organized Crime & Corruption Reporting Project
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Russia

Italy
23 September 2020: A 22-year-old

19 September 2020: Two dangerous criminal

unemployed resident of Izhevsk was detained

groups were discovered by the Catania police:

on suspicion of stealing dried fruits from a

one dedicated to truck robberies and the other to

warehouse. The damage amounted to 52,000

apartment thefts. Seven men were captured by

rubles. It was established that at night the suspect entered

agents of the police squad, in two distinct operations. They are

the territory of the base in the Leninsky district of Izhevsk. He

accused of predatory crimes.

dismantled part of the warehouse wall with a screwdriver, then

Read more: Repubblica (Italy)

stole several boxes of nuts and dried fruits from it. In addition,
the police also established the man’s involvement in the

19 September 2020: In the overnight hours, the

commission of two thefts from garages.

staff of the Catania Mobile Squad followed two

Read more: Kommersant (Russia)

cars (one of which had an altered license plate) that
were following an articulated truck of a well-known

22 September 2020: Snake skin, semi-

company active in the food sector on the Catania ring road.

precious stones, hookah tobacco and other

The suspicion of the investigators then turned into reality when

exotic and expensive goods were stolen from

some of the occupants of the vehicles managed to block the

a warehouse of confiscated goods in the Moscow region. The

truck and get on board, kidnapping the unfortunate driver. Then,

total material damage amounted to more than ten million rubles.

using a “relay” technique designed to evade the presence of any

Read more: Komsomolskaya Pravda (Russia)

police patrols, the criminals went inside a warehouse located in
the industrial area of the city of Etna.

21 September 2020: In the Moscow region,

Read more: 95047 (Italy)

unknown perpetrators stole equipment from
17 September 2020: A 22-year-old was

a warehouse for a total of 2.3 million rubles.
Internet sources, citing the police, report that the warehouse had

stopped by the carabinieri in Melzo (Milan)

a video registration system, but was not monitored by a security

for receiving a load of PCs and computer

service. There was also no alarm.

equipment worth €550,000 that had been

Read more: Times Hub (India)

stolen a few hours earlier from a haulier parked in Cavenago of
Brianza (Monza). At around 2 am, the driver was surprised by

21 September 2020: In Topchikhinsky district,
police discovered the theft of buckwheat from
a warehouse. A local resident managed to
transfer a ton of cereal to his home in half a
day. The villagers noticed the suspicious activity of a man who
deliberately carried bags in his son’s car.

two masked men, one of them armed with a gun, who boarded
his vehicle and ordered him to go the industrial area of Liscate.
There, along with an unspecified number of accomplices, the
articulated vehicle was emptied of its load and the goods were
distributed on two different vans.
Read more: Il Giorno (Italy)

Read more: Altayskaya Pravda (Russia)

Namibia

United Kingdom

20 September 2020: The police have questioned

18 September 2020: A transit vehicle
was taken by an unknown number of
thieves from a forecourt in Halesworth
Road at some point between 5pm on Thursday, 17 September
and 12pm on Friday, 18 September.
Read more: East Anglian Daily Times (U.K.)
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three people of interest following a Cash-in-Transit
robbery at a mall in Katutura. Police are still looking
for suspects, who were reportedly with eight people
when they robbed two Southern Cross Security Services guards
at gunpoint while they were busy loading boxes of money into
their pick-up vehicle.
Read more: AllAfrica.com
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APAC

North & South
America

India
23 September 2020: Mobile phones worth Rs 2 crore
were allegedly stolen by unknown perpetrators from

Brazil

a container carrying the cargo. A criminal case was

22 September 2020: A man who was carrying

registered by Medak police after the driver lodged a

a load of pasta and cookies was arrested after
going to a Salvador police station to report

complaint. The driver started with a container load of mobile

a cargo theft. At the police unit, he ended up

phones on 16 September; while the container was travelling
through Medak district, some unknown perpetrators had stolen

confessing that he participated in the crime.

2,442 phones.

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

Read more: Times of India
22 September 2020: A gang fired a shot at a
truck window on Via Anchieta, Cubatão, to

22 September 2020: Two people have been

steal the cargo of cigarettes valued at more than

arrested in a case of stealing goods from a truck
parked at Kodimatha. The theft consisted of a flat,

R $ 2 million. With the shot, the bandits forced a stop of the

speedometer and driver’s seat. Earlier, there were

driver, who was kidnapped and taken to Franco da Rocha, in

complaints that seats were being taken away from trucks

Greater São Paulo.

parked in Kodimatha.

Read more: Diário do Litoral (Brazil)

Read more: Madhyamam (India)
22 September 2020: An operation by the
17 September 2020: The Civil Supplies-CID

Criminal Investigation Division (DIC) of Joinville

(CS-CID) police have arrested five persons,

resulted in the arrest of ten people. The focus of

including oil tanker drivers, for stealing Fuel while

the operation were members of a criminal cargo
theft association that operated in the northern region of the

transporting it from Ennore to various petrol
bunks, then selling it to scrap shops in Ponneri and surrounding

state.

areas. Police received information about Pilferage from oil tanker

Read more: ND Mais (Brazil)

trucks carrying Fuel to petrol bunks. Based on a tip-off, they
inspected a godown in Athipattu Pudhunagar and found two

18 September 2020: Data released by the

trucks parked inside.

Secretariat of Intelligence and Criminal Analysis

Read more: The Hindu (India)

(Siac), linked to the Secretariat of Public Security
and Social Defense of Pará (Segup), shows that

16 September 2020: In a daredevil robbery on the

the numbers of records related to the theft of Cash-in-Transit

highway, a container carrying mobile phones was

cargo have reduced 100% and the number of bank robberies

looted while on the move on the National Highway

decreased 72% across Pará State in the period from January

16 in Guntur police limits. The incident took place in

to August this year, compared to 2019.

the early hours of Tuesday. Thieves entered the moving truck,

Read more: Ze Dudu (Brazil)

travelling from Sri City to Kolkata, and made away with three
boxes of mobile phones estimated to cost Rs 80 lakh.
Read more: The Hindu (India)
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Mexico

U.S. & Canada

22 September 2020: Authorities in Cuautlitlán

21 September 2020: While volumes handled by

Izcalli, State of Mexico recovered a truck with

the Northwest Seaport Alliance (NWSA) remain

department store goods valued at MXN $1.5 million.

down year-over-year, the tide appears to be

The criminals were in possession of the vehicle when

turning.

located, but the two thieves fled aboard a grey car as soon as

Read more: FreightWaves.com

they saw the authorities approaching.
Read more: Asi Sucede (Mexico)

21 September 2020: U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) officers recently seized more than

22 September 2020: State Police were

$14.7 million worth of drugs in several U.S.-Mexico

outnumbered while responding to an attempted

border incidents.

Hijacking in Palmar de Bravo, Puebla. According

Read more: FreightWaves.com

to authorities, the criminals were prepared to have
women and children be the first to confront police forces in the

18 September 2020: Canada is extending

event of an operative.

the agreement to keep the U.S. border closed

Read more: Periodico Central (Mexico)

to nonessential travel to Oct. 21 during the
coronavirus pandemic.

21 September 2020: Two trucks were Hijacked

Read more: Transport Topics

and set on fire to be used as roadblocks in the
State of Guanajuato. The fires occurred after

18 September 2020: U.S. military aircraft will play

public security officials detected several vehicles

a major role in emergency distribution of a COVID-

occupied by armed individuals. In an attempt to escape, the

19 vaccine because there aren’t enough private-

criminals engaged in a shootout with authorities, blocking roads
with the burning trucks and tire-slashing devices.
Read more: Heraldo de México

sector cargo jets to handle the surge of millions of
doses that must be maintained at subfreezing temperatures.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
17 September 2020: People may have found it odd
when thieves made off with truckloads of hot tubs
and beef within days of each other in rural Alberta,
but the Insurance Bureau of Canada says it highlights
a growing type of crime perpetrated by sophisticated culprits.
Read more: Airdrie Today (Airdrie, AB)
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